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Abstract

A design methodology for adaptive structures (structures equipped with controllable dissipaters) with
high crashworthiness performance is proposed. A numerical package capable of solving particular
problems, i.e. (i) crashworthiness analysis of structure with fixed properties of dissipaters, (ii) optimal
remodelling of adaptive structure and (iii) optimal design of yield stress levels triggering plastic-like
distortions in dissipaters, is presented and verified using test examples.
Some general, quantitative conclusions and suggestions for further applications of the adaptive

crashworthiness concept are formulated.
r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The important problem of safe vehicle design with an maximum impact energy dissipation is an
intensive research subject (cf. the problem of crashworthiness analysis of rail vehicles [1–5]).
Typically, the suggested solutions focus on the design of passive energy absorbing systems. These
systems are frequently based on aluminium and/or steel honeycomb packages characterised by a
high-specific energy absorption ratio. However high the energy absorption capacity of such
elements are, they still remain highly redundant structural members which do not carry any load
in an actual operation of a given vehicle. In addition, passive energy absorbers are designed to
work effectively in pre-defined collision scenarios. For example, the frontal honeycomb cushions
are very effective during a symmetric axial crash (or telescoping) of colliding coaches when the
train remains on the rails, but are completely useless in other types of crash loading such as, e.g.,
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‘jack-knifing’ after the train has left the rails. Consequently, distinct and sometimes completely
independent systems must be developed for specific collision scenarios.
In contrast to the standard passive systems, the proposed research focuses on active adaptation

of energy absorbing structures where the system of sensors recognises the type of crash loading
and activates energy absorbing components in the sequence that guarantees optimal dissipation of
impact energy.
Nowadays the numerical simulation tools used in routine engineering practice focus on the

precise calculation of the crashing response of pre-defined structures, but offer little guidance in
the design process of an optimal, complex energy absorbing system [6–10]. The corresponding
methodology (and the software package) will be described in the present paper. As a result, the
optimal material distribution as well as non-linear material characteristics can be designed (with
help of the postulated methodology) for a predicted set of crash scenarios, including side impacts.
These ideal, non-linear material characteristics can be approximated with use of passive
techniques or more efficiently (however costly) in a semi-active way.
A two-level design concept for dynamically adaptive support structure of a railway car is

proposed (Fig. 1a) as a testing model for verification of the dynamic adaptation concept. The
bottom supporting structure (1 in Fig. 1a) is destined to sustain a crash impact (in a controlled
way) without constraints imposed on accelerations, while the task for the secondary suspension
system (2 in Fig. 1a) is to slow down accelerations in the car body for protection of passengers and
carried goods. The subject of this paper concerns design of this bottom, skeletal, dynamically
adaptive supporting structure equipped with special devices (the so-called dissipaters or dynamic

structural fuses) in all members. We assume that these structural fuses can be activated when an
arbitrarily chosen local stress level s� is reached and then an ideal plastic-like behaviour of the
structural member can be performed (Fig. 1c). Concerning our considerations to truss structures
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Fig. 1. (a) Two-level design concept for dynamically adaptive structure; (b) model of hydraulic adaptive dissipater and

(c) characteristics of adaptive member.
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(however, the concept can be generalised for frame type of structures as well) we will discuss
dynamic behaviour of ideal elasto-plastic trusses with the yield stress levels s� chosen below the
stresses sU causing failures in the structural elements.
In truss structures the model of an energy-dissipating device can be described as a piston with

controlled valves opening the fluid flow (Fig. 1b). Assume that characteristic of an element
(Fig. 1c) defines desired maximum upper and lower limit values sU; sL ¼ �sU beyond which a
plastic behaviour occurs. The dissipater device, controlled (by opening if it is necessary valve A1 or
A2) to keep pressures in the cylinder (Fig. 1a) p1psL and p2psU; provokes plastic-like overall
behaviour (simulated by plastic distortions e0) of the member. In this way, the original structure
equipped with dissipaters can behave like an ideal elasto-plastic structure with a controllable limit
stress level. In real applications, however, it is more likely that devices with an easy controllable
MRF (magneto rheological fluid, [17]) will be used as adaptive energy absorber.
No restrictions on velocity of plastic-like flow in dissipaters are taken into account in the

current stage of consideration. However, note that fully passive (with no time delay control
problems) realisation of the dynamically adaptive design concept is also possible. In this case,
structural elements should be equipped with specially designed inclusions (e.g., honeycomb-like
parts built into structural members) causing overall characteristic of members as in Fig. 1c.
An important feature of the proposed concept is dissipative character of actuation. It means

that always siDe0i X0; and therefore, no external energy sources are required to ‘‘move’’ actuators.
The main point in the design of dynamically adaptive structure is incorporation of the largest

portion of the structure to the controlled flow process in order to protect the structure against
failure.The aims of this paper are:

* to determine crash-worthiness limits for an ideal adaptive structure with constant, elasto-plastic
properties and local plastic flow value limited

* to propose a methodology for the determination of crash-worthiness limits for adaptive
structure with actively controlled properties of dissipaters.

The applied approach (based on the so-called Virtual Distortion Method, VDM, [11,12] allows
development of an efficient computational method for numerical dynamic analysis of elasto-
plastic structures modelling behaviour of adaptive structures equipped with controlled (due to
characteristics from Fig. 1c) dissipaters. In each time step of analysis (the transient problem) the
stress redistribution due to plastic zone’s development can be done through a sequence of
corrections to the deformation field. These corrections are realised through virtual distortions (free
of any geometrical and statistical constraints) and corresponding states of compatible
deformations and self-equilibrated forces. Constraining our considerations to small deformations
(on this stage of presentation), the global non-linear behaviour of the structure is obtained from
superposition of linear elastic and residual states and thus reformation of the global stiffness
matrix is not required. These residual states can be efficiently determined with help of pre-
computed, so-called influence matrix D, denoting structural response for locally generated unit
virtual distortions. The proposed VDM technique can be generalised for the case of large
deformations. On the other hand, it can be applied also to simulation of material redistribution
[11] and to the complex smart structure design (remodelling and stress limits adaptation) problem.
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Finally, note the following comments:
Adaptive members can be realised as ordinary load-bearing members, but equipped with special

joints allowing overall performance described by characteristics shown in Fig. 1c. It is assumed
that all structural members can be adaptive. Nevertheless, an alternative problem formulation can
be proposed with reduced number of optimally located adaptive members, in order to find more
economical (but still effective) solution.
In the considered example of two-level design concept for dynamically adaptive structure

(Fig. 1a and the numerically simulated model, Fig. 8) we can expect ca. 1m of decrease of the total
structural length after the impact. It means that the initial dimension of this supporting truss
should be at least 0.5m larger than the car body (from both sides) in order to protect the upper
structure against damage.
The reliability of adaptive structures should be also analysed, especially, with respect to a

random failure of actively controlled dissipaters. Setting the stress level triggering plastic-like
yielding in adaptive member above the computed value will not cause worse situation in our
dissipative adaptation than in passive case. However, setting this level below the computed value
can be naturally dangerous.

2. Evolution of the design concept for dynamically adaptive structures

The discussed problem formulation has been developed during the last couple of years. First, it
was defined as a quasi-static problem of structural adaptation to extreme loads. A numerically
efficient, VDM-based algorithm for optimal design of: (i) location of structural fuses and (ii) yield
stress levels in dissipaters, has been proposed in [16], where the following conclusions have been
formulated.

(i) The ability of impact energy dissipation for adaptive structure can be significantly increased
(over three times in the test example presented).

(ii) In real applications, when limitation of the number of dissipaters has to be taken into
account, it is reasonable taking k actuators (where k denotes structural redundancy),
responsible for the stress redistribution and another k; responsible for geometrically variable
modes of virtual distortions.

(iii) It is preferable to include two dissipaters into each section (every section has one degree of
redundancy) of the testing truss cantilever example.

(iv) It is preferable to apply the two step control strategy: (a) accumulating strain energy through
stress redistribution using k dissipaters (one dissipater per one section) and then (b) releasing
it in a controlled way, using another k dissipaters (one dissipater per one section), that cause
large deformations.

(v) It can be observed that the main contribution of the group of adaptive members controlling
stress redistribution to the objective function (the global energy dissipation) is given by
members from the underloaded sections. On the contrary, the contribution of adaptive
elements, causing geometrically variable deformations to the objective function, is mainly
due to elements located in the overloaded area. The contribution of the second group of
elements is much larger; however, it provokes an undesired increase of the overall structural
deformation and has to be controlled. It is important to combine both phases: the strain
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energy accumulation due to stress redistribution and then the strain energy release due to the
plastic-like hinge generation, in order to get a significant energy dissipation.

(vi) If the load is unknown (as in the normal case of active control) then the following strategy in
design of adaptive structures can be recommended:
(a) selection of the best configuration of k active elements, giving the biggest contribution to

the objective function for the expected, dominant load distribution;
(b) selection of k additional active elements, responsible for progressive deformation (e.g.,

maximally loaded members from each section can be chosen);
(c) an optimal programming problem has to be solved (Ref. [16], for the determined active

element positions and for the measured current load) to determine stress yield levels to
be fixed in dissipaters.

The dynamic, VDM-based formulation of the structural adaptation problem (transient
analysis) has been applied in the further papers [12–15], where the quasi-static accumulation/
release control strategy has been generalised and applied to the adaptive structure equipped with
at least 2k dissipaters. Definition of the influence matrix D; can be generalised. The dynamic
influence matrix Dðt � tÞ denotes structural dynamic response (at the time instance t) for locally
generated impulse (at the time instance t) of unit virtual distortions. The accumulation/release
strategy of impact energy dissipation (generalised from the static case) can be formulated as
follows. Assuming yield stresses s�i ðs

�
i psUÞ as constant in time, defined for each dissipater

separately as control parameters, let us postulate that the scenario of the dissipater’s activity can
be divided into two stages. In the first one (for toT) maximal accumulation of strain energy is
performed taking into account the control parameters e0i only in the set of overloaded members
ðjsijXs�i Þ: On the other hand, in the second stage, maximal release of strain energy is performed
due to action of all dissipaters for toT : The overall behaviour of the structure in the first stage of
energy accumulation corresponds to process of elasto-plastic adaptation (except of unloading
cases) to yield stresses s�i : Then, taking into account additional search for the best distribution of
s�i among active members, the best strategy of dissipater’s control can be proposed. The time T

corresponds to the instant, when the structure starts to change the movement direction. The
following conclusions come from the above generalisation of the quasi-static adaptive structure
design concept to the dynamic case:

(i) The contribution of the group of adaptive members controlling stress redistribution to the
objective function (the global energy dissipation) decreases for higher impact velocities.

(ii) The structural crash capacity (tested numerically on a model of train car supporting
structure, Fig. 1a) reached for the case of stress limits s�i ¼ sU uniformly distributed can be
improved through the optimal control strategy of the yield stress levels s�i ðs

�
i psUÞ in

particular elements. For example, for the impact velocity v ¼ 6m/s, over 30% increase of the
energy dissipation can be reached in this way, due to lowering of the s�i levels in members
located in the middle of the car.

(iii) The limit for the structural crash capacity of the same numerical model of railway car
supporting structure has been reached at the impact velocity v ¼ 8m/s. The yield stress limit
sU has been reached in a passive member during the crash scenario in this case. The
optimisation procedure for control of s�i does not help in this case.
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A natural continuation of the research undertaken in this paper tends to:

* application of dynamic structural fuses in all members and testing the structural crash capacity
(constrained by limits on a value of plastic-like distortions e0U reached in a member);

* development of a methodology for design of adaptive structures with actively controlled
properties of dissipaters.

It will be demonstrated, that the application of the above formulation of the dynamic structure
adaptation can improve significantly the structural crash capacity. The reason for this
improvement comes from the fact that application of only 2k dissipaters (as in the quasi-static
case) is no longer so effective in the dynamic case. The rank of the static influence matrix
determining stress redistribution ½D � I � is equal to k (only k linearly independent self-
equilibrated stress fields can be induced) and so, additional dissipaters (above the number k) can
freely generate kinematic movements causing high-energy dissipation. Contrary, the rank of the
dynamic influence matrix determining stress redistribution ½D � I � is equal to n (where n is the
number of all structural members) as it denotes dynamic structural response calculated with use of
the so-called effective stiffness matrix (a combination of the original stiffness matrix K and the
mass matrix M ; where rank (M)=n).

3. VDM-based dynamic analysis of ideal adaptive structures

Let us now formulate the VDM-based description of dynamic analysis of ideal elasto-plastic
truss structure. Applying discretised time description the evolution of stresses and deformations
can be expressed as follows:

eiðtÞ ¼ eLi ðtÞ þ eRi ðtÞ ¼ eLi ðtÞ þ
Xt

t¼t0

X

j

Dijðt � tÞDe0j ðtÞ; ð1Þ

siðtÞ ¼ sLi ðtÞ þ sRi ðtÞ ¼ sLi ðtÞ þ
Xt

t¼t0

X

j

Ei½Dijðt � tÞ � dij�De0j ðtÞ; ð2Þ

where the so-called dynamic influence matrix Dijðt � tÞ describes the strain evolution caused in the
truss member i and in the time instance tX0; due to the unit virtual distortion impulse De0j ðtÞ ¼ 1
generated in the member j in the time instant t 	 De0i ðtÞ ¼ ’e0i ðtÞDt and i runs through all members of
truss structure. The vector sLi ðtÞ denotes the stress evolution due to the external load applied to
elastic structure. Note that the matrix D stores information about the entire structure properties
(including boundary conditions) and describes dynamic (not static) structural response for locally
generated impulse of virtual distortion.
The equation of motion of a truss structure with virtual distortions generated in members can

be expressed in the following form (cf. [15]):

Mij u
::

j þ Cij u
:
j þ

X

k

HikAklkEkðek � e0kÞ ¼ Pi; ð3Þ

where M ij ; C ij and H ij denote the mass, natural damping and structural connectivity matrices,
respectively, Ai and li denote element cross-sections and length, respectively. Excitation is time
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dependent. To simplify the further calculations it was assumed that natural damping is equal to
zero, Cij 
 0:
The dynamic analysis of elasto-plastic structure with the following yield conditions:

siðtÞj jpsU ð4Þ

can be performed through an integration approach (e.g., the Newmark’s method) with the plastic
adaptation effect simulated through virtual distortions at every time step when constraints (4) are
violated. This modelling of plastic adaptation requires solving of the following set of linear
equations:

siðtÞ ¼ sLi ðtÞ þ
Xt

t¼t0

X

j

Ei½Dijðt � tÞ � dij�De0j ðtÞ ¼ sU ð5Þ

for indices i and j running through the set of all, already plastified and still over-loaded members
determining corresponding increments of virtual, plastic-like distortions De0j : The analogous
increments for time instances t should be determined in previous time steps ðtotÞ of the dynamic
analysis. The numerical advantage of the proposed approach comes from the fact, that having
stored pre-computed influence matrices, elasto-plastic dynamic analysis requires only solving
linear Eq. (5) instead of iterative searching for response satisfying violated constraints (4). This
cost of plastic adaptation is particularly cheap if number of overloaded members is small. The
flow chart of the VDM-based dynamic elasto-plastic analysis is shown in Table 1.
Alternatively, the simulation of plastic adaptation through virtual distortions can be performed

on the base of variational approach postulating minimisation of energy dissipation in overloaded
elements at every time step when constraints (4) are violated. The problem

min U ¼ min
XT

t¼0

X

i

AilisiðtÞDe0i ðtÞ ð6Þ

s.t.

siðtÞj jpsU; siðtÞDe0i ðtÞX0; ð7Þ

where siðtÞ is determined by Eq. (2)and i runs through already plastified members, leads to the
same results as the simulation problem (5), what follows also from general theorems of plasticity
(c.f. Ref. [11]).
Note, that the non-linear programming problem (6) and (7) with respect to the control

parameters De0i ðtÞ can be solved through a gradient method with derivatives analytically
determined. The derivative for the objective function (6) is

dU

dDe0j ðtÞ
¼ AjljsjðtÞ þ

X

i

Aili
dsiðtÞ
dDe0j ðtÞ

De0i ðtÞ; ð8Þ

where

dsiðtÞ
dDe0j ðtÞ

¼ Ei½Dijðt � tÞ � dij�;
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while derivative for side constraint (7)2 takes the form

dsiðtÞDe0i ðtÞ
dDe0j ðtÞ

¼ siðtÞdijdðt � tÞ þ Ei½Dijðt � tÞ � dij�De0i ðtÞ; ð9Þ

where dðt � tÞ is equal to 1 for t ¼ t and 0 for other arguments.
Numerical verification of results obtained with the VDM-based code (variational problem (6)

and (7) solved through the Powell procedure [19]) vs. standard codes (MARC and ABAQUS)
performed on the crash example described below (cf. Fig. 9) is presented below.
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Table 1

Flow-chart of the VDM-based dynamic elasto-plastic analysis (VDM/D)
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In the case of small deformations, the VDM/D (VDM Dynamics) code simulates development
of plastic zone without necessity of plastic response iteration in every time step and stiffness
matrix reformation. The numerical efficiency of this approach is still higher in the case of
gradient-based methodology used in structural remodelling when analytically based sensitivity
analysis is taken into account (cf. Eqs. (8) and (9)).
The following measure has been used to compare values of structural responses simulated by

two commercial programs ABAQUS, MARC and the VDM/D:

MR ¼
VABAQUS � VMV

VMAX
ABAQUS

�����

����� 100%;

where VABAQUS and VMV corresponds to the results obtained with the ABAQUS programme and
MARC or VDM/D, respectively. VMAX

ABAQUS is maximum value of the quantity simulated with
ABAQUS. The proposed measure MR of results dispersion allows to compare results related to
maximally overloaded elements (therefore critical for the overall structural safety).
The truss structure shown in Fig. 9 represents a simplified model of supporting frame of

railway vehicle. It is assumed uniform distribution of cross-sectional areas Ai ¼ 0:00244m2
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Table 2

Testing results: (a) stresses and (b) plastic distortions
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(for i ¼ 1y35), plastic yield stress sU ¼ 200MPa; the Young’s modulus Ei ¼ 2:1� 105 MPa and
the material density ri ¼ 7800 kg=m3: Two cases have been analysed. The first one is when the
structure hits the rigid wall with the initial velocity 6m/s. The small deformations model leads to
very similar results obtained by all three numerical tools (Table 2). Numbers of structural
elements shown in Fig. 8 are marked on the horizontal lines of Table. In the case of impact with
an initial velocity of 20m/s, a large deformations model has been used and the numerical results
obtained for VDM/D, MARC and ABAQUS are presented in Table 2 and Figs. 2–7. Note that
results obtained with VDM/D are in between those obtained with ABAQUS and MARC.
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Fig. 4. Fluctuations of stresses in element 30.

Fig. 3. Vertical accelerations for joint 14 (1-Abaqus, 2-Marc, 3-VDM/D).

Fig. 2. Horizontal accelerations for joint 14 (1-Abaqus, 2-Marc, 3-VDM/D).
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Dispersion of results for higher impact velocities and higher time steps can be observed. However, to
choose the most realistic simulation, verifications vs. some experiment should be taken into account.

4. Crashworthiness of adaptive structure with constant properties of dissipaters

The concept of adaptive crashworthiness will be now tested demonstrating load capacity of the
following adaptive structures, equipped with controlled energy dissipaters:

(a) structures with fixed material distribution and stress limits s� ¼ sU triggering plastic-like
behaviour of dissipaters;
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Fig. 5. Fluctuations of stresses in element 31.

Fig. 6. Development of plastic distortions in element 30.

Fig. 7. Development of plastic distortions in element 30.
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(b) structures with fixed stress limits s� ¼ sU and material distribution remodelled to maximise
load capacity;

(c) structures with fixed material distribution and stress limits s� tuned to maximise load
capacity.

To determine maximal crash safe velocity of adaptive structure (equipped with elasto-
plastic-like structural fuses in all elements) let us consider again the truss model of railway car
supporting frame with the total mass 1450 kg (Fig. 8) hitting the rigid wall. Assuming that the
members’ cross-sections (Ai ¼ 0:00244 m2 for all i ¼ 1;y; 35), the yield stresses (constant in
time and equal for all elements), %sUi ¼ 200 MPa are determined, the Young modulus
Ei ¼ 2:1� 105 MPa and the material density ri ¼ 7800 kg=m3; the crash scenario for a given
train velocity can be performed through the VDM-based dynamic elasto-plastic analysis (VDM/
D). To determine the maximal safe velocity the algorithm shown in Table 3 has been applied,
where

e0i ðtÞp%e0 ð10Þ
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Table 3

Flow-chart of the algorithm determining maximal safe impact velocity for adaptive structure (s�i ¼ sU ¼ const; Ai ¼
const case)
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Fig. 8. Adaptive structure.
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and %e0i ¼ 0:1 denotes limits imposed on plastic-like distortions generated in structural members.
The applied time step is t ¼ 0:0003 s. The maximal impact velocity VMAX ¼ 25:2 m=s has been
realised and the resulting plastic distortions are shown in Table 4.
Almost 98% of the initial kinetic energy 460 kJ has been dissipated after t ¼ 0:024 s. The energy

dissipation effect is demonstrated in Fig. 9. Figs. 10 and 11 show fluctuations of stresses during
the whole dissipation process in active members of the structure (with the constant stress limit

%sUi ¼ 200 MPa). The evolution of the corresponding plastic-like virtual distortions is presented in
Figs. 12 and 13. Additionally, the strain recoverable energy distribution through the structural
sections is shown in Fig. 14.
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Table 4

Values of stress limits and plastic distortions in elements of the structure

El. No. 21, 22 23, 24 25 26, 27 28, 29 30 31, 32 33, 34 35

Stress limits sUi (MPa) 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200

Plastic distortions e0i �0.0201 0.0015 �0.0043 0.0837 �0.0997 �0.0282 0.0007

Fig. 9. Redistribution of the energy components during the crush.

Fig. 10. Fluctuation of stresses in compressed, horizontal, active members of the adaptive structure.
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Fig. 11. Fluctuation of stresses in tensioned, vertical, active members of the adaptive structure.

Fig. 12. Evolution of plastic-like virtual distortions in active horizontal members.

Fig. 13. Evolution of plastic-like virtual distortions in active vertical members.

Fig. 14. Strain, recoverable energy distribution through sections (e.g., section no. 1 contains members 31–35).
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5. Optimal remodelling for the best crashworthiness

Let us now check, how sensitive the above solution is for structural remodelling. To this end, we
assume that material distribution (cross-sectional areas Ai) can be modified within the following
constraints:

a1A0pApa2A0; ð11Þ

where a1 ¼ 16:67% and a2 ¼ 600% has been assumed and the total material volume is constant:
X

i

Aili ¼
X

i

A0li ¼ const: ð12Þ

The algorithm allowing redesign of material distribution to reach the highest safe impact velocity
is shown in Table 5.
To improve design variables in over-distorted elements the following formulas can be applied

(until constraints (11) are satisfied):

Ai ¼ Ai þ giD; ð13Þ

where the penalty function:

gi ¼
je0 MAXi � eUj

eU
: ð14Þ

e0 MAXi is the maximal value of e0i taken in the dynamic process and D denotes the applied design
step. The above remodelling results in tracing constraints eU in over-distorted members.
Increasing material volume in over-distorted elements, simultaneously we have to reduce design
variables in under-distorted members (proportionally to the weighting coefficients ðeU � ðei �
e�Þ=eUÞ satisfying requirement (12).
The above approach (based on the fact that ðdgi=dAiÞp0Þ can be applied in the first stage of

remodelling process. However, when over and under-distorted elements reach their upper and
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Table 5

Flow-chart of the algorithm for adaptive structure redesign (s�i ¼ sU ¼ const case)

Initiation
U

i  σ = σ  *

Velocity 0VV =

VVV + ∆= 

Dynamic
elasto-plastic

analysis (Table 1)

Constraints (10)
violated?

Yes

No

Structural redesign

− calculate penalty functions
)( 0

iig ε for overdistorted

elements

− improve design iA on the

base of )( 0
iig ε and

constraints (11) and (12)

− if stopping condition

satisfied: STOP
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lower design constraints (11) then more precise remodelling tools should be applied. One
possibility is to use general gradient calculations dgi=dAi in the redesign process.
Testing calculations have been performed, assuming that reaching of limits a2A0 and a1A0 in

first over-distorted and under-distorted elements, respectively, stops redesign procedure. The
results are demonstrated in Table 6. Limits reached due to active constraints are marked in bold.
The corresponding maximal safe impact velocity is VMAX ¼ 61:5 m=s:
Figs. 15–17 show fluctuations of stresses in horizontal, vertical and bracing elements

respectively (with the constant yield stress sU ¼ 200 MPa). The evaluation of the corresponding
plastic-like distortions (in horizontal, vertical and bracing elements) is presented in Figs. 18 and
19. Additionally, the strain recoverable energy distribution through the structural sections has
been shown in Fig. 20.
The material distribution in remodelled structure is shown in Fig. 21. If additionally, the

assumption about symmetry of the solution is taken into account, the material distribution shown
in Fig. 22 and a maximal safe impact velocity VMAX ¼ 47 m=s can be reached.
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Table 6

Plastic distortions and material distribution reached in remodelled adaptive structure (for maximal safe impact velocity

VMAX ¼ 61:5 m=s)

El. No. 1,2 3,4 5 6,7 8,9  10 11,12 13,14 15 16,17 18,19 

U
i

σ [MPa] 
200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 

i
A [%

0A ] 16.7 19,6 19,6 19.7 19.8 19.8 17.1 19.6 23.8 21.6 29.1 

0
i

ε 
   -0.00018  0.00002 -0.04968 -0.00024 0.09786 -0.0989 -0.00013

El. No. 20 21,22 23,24 25 26,27 28,29 30 31,32 33,34 35  

U
i

σ [MPa] 
200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200  

i
A [%

0A ] 32.1 47.2 58.4 59.6 91.4 96.4 28.2 600 551.8 22.61  

0
i

ε
0.09935 -0.0989 0.09861 -0.1 -0.00142 0.09502 -0.09916 -0.01578 0.0405  
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Fig. 15. Fluctuation of stresses in compressed, horizontal, active members of the adaptive structure.
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The remodelling process based on tracing of active constraints (13) and (14) was stopped when
limit values a1A0 and a2A0 has been reached in elements No. 1, 2 and No. 31, 32, respectively.
Table 6 demonstrates that almost the whole structure has been involved in the energy dissipation
process. Horizontal as well as vertical elements of the first four sections are distorted up to the
limit value e0 ¼ eU (Table 6).
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Fig. 17. Fluctuation of stresses in tensioned, vertical, active members of the adaptive structure.
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Fig. 16. Fluctuation of stresses in bracing, active members of the adaptive structure.
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Fig. 18. Evolution of plastic-like virtual distortions in active horizontal members.
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Fig. 20. Strain recoverable energy distribution through structure sections.

Fig. 21. Material distribution for adaptive structure with maximal crashworthiness (symmetric distribution of

material).
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Fig. 19. Evolution of plastic-like virtual distortions in active vertical members.

Fig. 22. Material distribution for adaptive structure with maximal crashworthiness.
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6. Optimal control of stress limits for the best crashworthiness

The problem of optimal adjustment of the yield stress limits in particular elements of adaptive
structure (with fixed material distribution) will be discussed in this section. Assuming the same
initial data as in the previously discussed example let us determine stress levels s�i satisfying
constraints:

s�i psU ð15Þ

and triggering plastic-like behaviour of dissipaters in such a way that the safe impact velocity is
maximised.
To perform the procedure of adaptation of the yield stresses s�i to overloading (at each loading

level determined by the impact velocity V ; Table 7), solving of the following problem of
maximisation of the total energy dissipation is proposed:

max U ¼ max
XT

t¼0

X

i

AilisiðtÞDe0i ðtÞ ð16Þ

where i runs through already plastified elements, siðtÞ ¼ siðe0j ðtÞÞ is determined by Eq. (2), and

siðtÞj jps�i psu; siðtÞDe0i ðtÞX0; e0i ðtÞ
�� ��peu: ð17Þ

Starting the adaptation procedure from the upper bound of design variables s�i ¼ sU and
making use of gradients dU=ds�i the gradual modification (mostly reduction) of local yield stress
levels s�i can be performed due to the formula:

s�NEWi ¼ s�i þ
dU

ds�i
D ð18Þ
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Table 7

Flow-chart of the algorithm for yield stress levels redesign (Ai ¼ A0 ¼ const case)

Initiation
U

i  σ  = σ  *

Velocity 0VV =

VVV = ∆=

Dynamic
elasto-plastic

analysis (Table 1)

Constraints (10)
violated?

Yes

No

Structural redesign

− calculate penalty functions
)( 0

iig ε for overdistorted

elements

− improve design iA on the

base of )( 0
iig ε and

constraints (11) and (12)

− if stopping condition

satisfied: STOP
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(where D is arbitrarily chosen through numerical experiment) for all elements with no active
constraints (17)1 and (17)2. We assume that a stationary condition is reached if:

* constraint (17)1 is active for at least one member;
* constraint (17)3 is active for at least one ‘‘fully distorted’’ member of each of 7 structural
sections;

* ðdU=ds�i Þ ¼ 0 or further modification of design variables s�i for each element causes violation
of constraint (17)3 in ‘‘fully distorted’’ element in the section.

For a certain load level, generated by the impact velocity V1; the solution of optimisation
problem (16) and (17) does not exist. It means that the previously found structural adaptation
corresponds to the maximal safe impact velocity VMAX:
The numerical results obtained for the above-discussed supporting frame of railway vehicle are

presented below. The optimal distribution of yield stress levels s�i and the corresponding
cumulated plastic distortions determined for the maximal safe impact velocity VMAX ¼ 32 m=s
are presented in Table 8. The energy dissipation effect is demonstrated in Fig. 23 while the
distribution of recoverable component of strain energy in the sequence of truss sections is shown
in Fig. 24. Figs. 25 and 26 show fluctuations of stresses in active horizontal and vertical elements,
respectively. The evolution of the corresponding plastic-like distortions (in horizontal and bracing
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Table 8

Stress yield levels and cumulated plastic distortions reached in optimally adopted structure for maximal safe impact

velocity VMAX ¼ 32 m=s

El. No. 1,2 3,4 5 6,7 8,9  10 11,12 13,14 15 16,17 18,19 

U
i

σ [MPa] 
9,35 9,05 9,36 6,25 9,06 19,4 20,6 16,7 26,1 49,1 18,9 

0
i

ε
  0,00001 -0,0997 -0,0497 0,0003 -0,0998 -0,0496 0,0007 -0,0993 -0,0459 

El. No. 20 21,22 23,24 25 26,27 28,29 30 31,32 33,34 35  

U
i

σ [MPa] 
41,2 73,5 41,0 68,1 126 48,1 114,1 190 108,6 200  

0
i

ε
0,014 -0,0978 -0,045 0,0011 -0,0986 -0,0472 0,0072 -0,0979 -0,0471   

Fig. 23. Redistribution of the energy components (k—kinetic, pl—plastic deformation) during the crush for case 32m/s

(1—unmodified, 2—modified stresses limits).
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Fig. 24. Strain, recoverable energy distribution through sections (e.g., section no. 1 contains members 31–35).

Fig. 25. Fluctuation of stresses in compressed, horizontal, active members of the adaptive structure.

Fig. 26. Fluctuation of stresses in tensioned, vertical, active members of the adaptive structure.

Fig. 27. Evolution of plastic-like virtual distortions in active horizontal members.
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elements) is shown in Figs. 27 and 28, respectively. Accelerations of structural nodes for two
considered cases (32 and 25.2m/s) are shown in Figs. 29 and 30, respectively.

7. Conclusions

On the basis of the numerical examples presented above, the following generalised, quantitative
conclusions can be formulated [20]:

* properly designed adaptive structure (equipped with controllable dissipaters—‘‘structural
fuses’’) can behave similarly to ideal elasto-plastic structures.
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Fig. 28. Evolution of plastic-like virtual distortions in active bracing members.
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Fig. 29. Evolution of horizontal accelerations in node nos. 8, 10, 12 and 14 of structure (modified stress yield limits—

32m/s).
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Fig. 30. Evolution of horizontal accelerations in node nos. 8, 10, 12 and 14 of structure (unmodified stress yield limits—

25.2m/s).
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* the overall crashworthiness of such adaptive structures can be significantly improved with
respect to ‘‘passive’’ structures.

* adjustment of controlled members stress limits triggering plastic-like distortions to predicted
impact can still improve significantly the overall structure crashworthiness.

* remodelling of adaptive structure (modification of material distribution) can give higher energy
dissipation effect. However, this is applicable to only one impact scenario.

We can expect that qualitative results obtained for a truss structure can be generalised for any
of frame structure or structures composed of continuous elements. Note that the controllable
scenario of adaptation to crush leads to qualitatively different structural deformation schemes
(Fig. 31) for different structural design.
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(c)
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Fig. 31. Impact scenario (a) 32m/s, (b) 47m/s (symmetrical mass distribution) and (c) 61m/s (general mass distribution

case).
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It follows from the above discussion a list of requirements:

* Further development of the VDM/D approach will improve its ability to perform optimisation
of adaptive structures for best crashworthiness.

* There is need for experimental verification of numerical tools for non-linear fast-dynamics
structural analysis.

* In order to utilise proposed improvements in practice, there is a need for technical solutions
capable of realising controllable dissipation effect in structural elements or joints (e.g.,
proportional valves in hydraulic pistons).

* In a general methodology of design of adaptive structures for best crashworthiness, it is
reasonable:

(a) Firstly, to design material distribution (remodelling process) in adaptive structure for most
probable impact loading.

(b) Secondly, to apply (in real time) the optimally designed (due to predicted impact) yield stress
levels in controlled dissipaters.

Finally, note that the proposed adaptive crashworthiness concept can be applied not only to
protect vehicles against collisions, but also in design of high impact absorbing microstructures
(e.g., materials protecting against explosions).
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